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ABSTRACT 

 Watermarking is a strategy, which is used in defending digital details like pictures, video clips and audio as it 

provides copyrights and possession. Audio watermarking is more complicated than picture watermarking due to 

the powerful supremacy of listening to potential over the visible area.Here we fix the quantization centered 

audio watermarking technique depending on both the Discrete Cosine transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet 

transform (DWT). The actual system includes the mathematical features of the indication. 

An evaluation is conducted on diverge methods and audio alerts to help analyze the efficiency of the suggested 

technique. The included watermark is a binary picture and different security methods such as Arnold Transform 

and Linear feedback shift register (LFSR) are regarded. The watermark is distributed consistently in the places 

of low wavelengths i.e., high power, which improves the robustness of the watermark. Further, growing of 

watermark throughout the audio indication creates the strategy effective against desynchronized strikes. 

Experimental results display that the alerts generated by the suggested criteria are inaudible and effective 

against indication handling techniques such as quantization, compression and re-sampling. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Before the innovation of steganography and cryptography, it was complicated to exchange protected 

information and, thus, to accomplish protected interaction atmosphere [2]. Normally a program is designed by a 

person or some of individuals and used by many. Online hackers are the individuals who usually change the 

exclusive program by changing it or use the same program to make earnings without providing credit to the 

owner.The growth of technological innovation has improved the opportunity of steganography and at the same 

time reduced its performance since the method is relatively vulnerable. This lead to the growth of the new but 

relevant technological innovation known as “Watermarking”. Some of the programs of watermarking consist of 

possession protection, evidence for verification, air traffic tracking, medical programs etc.[2]. The watermarking 

strategy during the progress was used on pictures, and is termed as Picture Watermarking. Picture watermarking 

has become popular; however, the harmful customer has begun to draw out the watermark developing 

difficulties for the designers. Thus, designers have discovered another electronic embedding resource as audio 

and known as such as Audio Watermarking. 

Digital watermarking is a strategy by which trademark details is included into the variety indication in a way 

that the included details is imperceptible, and effective against deliberate and accidental strikes. Watermarking 

is a strategy through which the protected information is taken without degrading the high original signal. A 

digital watermark is a type of marking discreetly embedded a noise-tolerant signal such as audio or picture 

information. It is generally used to recognize of the trademark of such signal. "Watermarking" is the procedure 

of concealing digital details in a service provider signal; the invisible details should but does not need to contain 
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a regards to the service provider signal. Digital watermarks may be used to confirm the validity or reliability of 

the service provider signal or to demonstrate the identification of its owners. 

Digital watermarking embedding 

The program has an embedded key as in situation of a steganography. The key is used to improve protection 

which does not allow any illegal customers to control or draw out information. The embedded item is known as 

watermark, the watermark embedding method is known as the singular signal or protect item and the customized 

item is known as embedded signal [4]. 

 

Digital watermarking extraction 

The watermarking strategy that does not use the watermark during extraction procedure is known as “blind 

watermarking”. Blind watermarking is excellent over other watermarking embedded watermark for extracted as 

watermarked signal and key are adequate to discover the embedded key details [4]. 

 

Need & Motivation: To reduce the rate of hacking and to secure from piracy of audio data like 

CD,DVD,cassette etc.It secure details like picture,video, clips& audio.It provide copyright & possession.Today 

rate of piracy is increased day to day. So, after seeing this piracy & hacking we are motivated to secure the 

detail form this piracy. 

Transformation Technique: We use discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT).  

This section also provides different DWT kinds such as orthogonal, bi-orthogonal and frame filter.   

DCT: The discrete cosine transform is a strategy for transforming asignal into primary frequency element. DCT 

can be applied on both one-dimensional and two-dimensional alerts like audio and picture,respectively. The 

discrete cosine transform is the spectral transformation, which has the qualities of Discrete Fourier Transform 

[3][6][7]. The general equation for a 1D (n data items) DCT for image is defined by the following equation:  
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n = total no. of data item 

p = pixel 

F = coefficients 

f(i)= is the intensity of the ith pixel 

 

The general equation for a 2D (N by M image) DCT for image is defined by the following equation 
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DWT: CWT provides great redundancy of renovation of the signal whereas DWT provides the adequate 

information for both analysis and synthesis signal and is simpler to apply as in comparison to CWT.A complete 

framework of wavelet contains domain handling analysis block and a synthesis block [6][7].  

II. METHODOLOGY 

Arnold transformation:A security strategy, which is common in 2-dimensional domain, is Arnold 

transform. It is a picture transformation strategy used to spread the pixel of the picture. Due to the periodicity of 

the transform, the picture can be retrieved from the transformation domain information. Arnold transform is a 

frequency transformation. This makes it a good strategy for recovery. The procedure of acquiring the original 

picture using the transform picture is known as Inverse Arnold Transform [8].  

 

Table: 2-D Arnold transform period with different degree N 

III. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

ENCODING:  An original audio signal is combined with watermarked. The combination of original audio 

signal and watermark is different from original audio 

signal.  

DECODING: 

In extracted procedure, watermark is extracted from the combination of original audio signal and watermark 

signal.Extracted watermark check in  

 No attack condition 
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 White Gaussian noise 

condition 

 Compression filter 

 Low pass filter. 

This procedure reduce the losses in original signal and secure the data from hacking. 

 

EXTRACTED WATERMARK IN NO ATTACK CONDITION 

 

EXTRACTED WATERMARK IN COMPRESSION CONDITION 

 

EXTRACTED WATERMARK IN LOW PASS FILTER 
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EXTRACTED WATERMARK IN WHITE GAUSSION NOISE 

CONDITION  

 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

The quantization criteria depending on DCT primary is investigated. Three understanding techniques of this 

criteria are examined, and the activities of transparency, robustness and capacity are reduced according to the 

illustrative diagrams, hence the plan with best distortion-robustness trade-off is discovered [5].   

The activities of this criteria are analyzed theoretically, and the expression of embedding distortions and BER 

against AWGN and amplitude range strikes are deduced. These expression provide us with theoretical technique 

to assess the activities of transparency and robustness. 

The drawbacks step and vulnerable to amplitude range and re-sampling strikes are outlined. To enhance these 

drawbacks, a flexible quantization criteria based on covering up qualities of the HAS is suggested. In this 

criteria, the thought of crucial group’s partition is presented to make the quantization actions differ with the 

crucial bands’ covering up impact, so the compromise between transparency and robustness is obtained.  

The linearity property of DCT, the data is included to stabilize DCT coefficients to prevent the amplitude range 

strike. Finally,the analogue route environment up shows that the criteria can prevent the degradations in 

transmitting route successfully.  

Further research should be performed seeking at helping the quantization criteria specific strategies could be 

presented to avoid the deliberate strikes. Moreover, significant amounts of future work is needed to make 

quantization criteria possible in watermarking programs. 
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